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Abstract—Heterodyne Holography is a variant of Digital
Holography, where the optical frequencies of signal and reference arms can be freely adjusted by acousto-optic modulators.
Heterodyne Holography is an extremely versatile and reliable
holographic technique, which is able the reach the shot noise limit
in sensitivity at very low levels of signal. Frequency tuning enables
Heterodyne Holography to become a Laser Doppler imaging
technique that is able to analyze various kinds of motion.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Heterodyne Holography (HH) [1], [2] is a variant of the
Digital Holography technique (i.e. holography where the holographic film is replaced by a Digital camera) where the
frequencies of the illumination beam (signal arm) and of the
holographic reference beam (local oscillator arm) are freely
adjusted thanks to Acousto-Optic Modulators (AOM). This
technique is called Heterodyne Holography, because it can
be viewed as an optical heterodyne detection, in which the
detector is a multipixel detector (i.e. a camera) which acquires
the heterodyne signal on all the pixels at the same time keeping
trace of the pixel to pixel correlations. These correlations bring
the holographic information that can be used for holographic
reconstruction.
II. H ETERODYNE

HOLOGRAPHY

A typical heterodyne holographic setup is presented on
Fig.1. Thanks AOM1,and AOM2, the frequency ωLO of the
local oscillator field ELO and the frequency ω of the signal
field E are
ωLO
ω

= ωL + ωAOM1
= ωL + ωAOM2

(1)

where ωL is the main laser frequency, and ωAOM1,2 ≃ 80MHz
are the frequencies of the signals that drive AOM1 and AOM2.

Fig. 1. Digital holography setup. AOM1 and AOM2: Acousto-optic modulators; BS: Beam splitter; BE: Beam expander; M: Mirror; A1 and A2:
Attenuator; θ : Tilt angle of the beam splitter with respect to optical axis.

This setup is extremely versatile and allows to perform
either off-axis holography [3] or phase shifting holography [4].
For example, to perform a 4-phase detection, the frequency
shift between the LO and signal beam must be chosen such
as:
ωLO − ω = ωAOM1 − ωAOM1 = ωCCD /4

(2)

where ωCCD is the frame rate of the camera. In that case,
∗
the holographic signal EELO
is obtained by 4 phases demodulation of the camera signal. If In where n = 0...3 is the
camera signal, and n camera frame index, the holographic
∗
signal EELO
is then given by:
∗
EELO
= (I0 − I2 ) + j(I1 − I3 )

where j 2 = −1.
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(3)

Here, by combining the frames with the 4-phase linear
combination (I0 − I2 ) + j(I1 − I3 ) of Eq.2, we tune the
heterodyne receiver at frequency
ωH = ωLO − ωCCD /4

(4)

Because of Eq.2, ωH is equal to ω, and the heterodyne receiver
is tuned at the signal frequency ω. One of the advantage of
method, used here to shift the phase (AOMs), is the accuracy
of the π/2 phase shift that is applied to the reference beam,
from one frame to the next [5]. As a consequence, the parasitic
twin image [6] is minimized.
We must note that it is is possible to make another choice for
the frequency offset ωLO −ω. In that case, the holographic detector will be able to explore different frequency components,
opening the way to Laser Doppler Holographic Imaging [7],
and to Sideband Digital Holographic Imaging [8].
III. S HOT N OISE H OLOGRAPHY
Because the holographic signal results from the interference
of the object complex field E with a reference complex field
ELO , whose amplitude can be much larger (i.e. ELO ≫ E),
it benefits of an optical heterodyne gain
GH =

∗
|EELO
|
2
|E|

(5)

and is thus potentially well-suited for the detection of signal
fields E of weak amplitude [9], [10].
To better analyze this effect, one must measure the camera
signal in photoelectron (e) Units. In typical experimental
conditions, the LO beam intensity is adjusted to be at half
saturation of the camera. With a 12 bits camera, whose gain
is G ≃ 5 e/DC (photoelectron per Digital Count), the LO
beam signal is then
In ≃ |ELO |2 ∼ 2000 DC ≃ 104 e

where Af ilter is the number of pixels of the spatial filter
in Fourier space, and Acalc the number of pixels of the
calculation grid. The shot noise limit corresponds thus to η/M
e per pixel and per frame [12].
Figure 2 shows, as an example, images of an USAF target
that has been reconstructed from holographic data recorded at
very low signal levels (0.0127 and 0.00127 e per pixel and
per frame in (a) and (b) respectively). These images illustrate
the ability of heterodyne holography to reach the shot noise
limit in low light with a standard array detector.
IV. L ASER D OPPLER H OLOGRAPHY
A. Flows

(6)

per
√ pixel, and the LO beam shot noise standard deviation is
In ∼ 100.
For a weak signal of about 1 e per pixel, the heterodyne gain
∗
is G ∼ 100. The 1 e heterodyne signal: |EELO
| ∼ 100 e, is
thus equal to the LO beam shot noise, yielding SNR =1 (Signal
to Noise Ratio). We must note here that the camera reading
noise (≃ 20 e), and the camera Analog Digital Converter
quantization noise (≃ 5 e) can be neglected with respect to
the LO beam shot noise (∼ 100 e) [11].
One can generalize this result for a sequence of M images.
One get that the shot noise limit, which corresponds to SNR
=1, is reached for 1 e per pixel for the whole sequence of
M images, i.e. for 1/M e per pixel and per frame. One must
notice also that the total amount of shot noise is proportional
to the number of pixels (or spatial modes) that are used in
the reconstruction procedure. If spatial filtering in the Fourier
space is used [6], the shot noise must be multiplied by the
ratio
η = Af ilter /Acalc < 1

Fig. 2. Reconstructed image of a USAF target from a sequence of M = 12
images. The size of calculation grid (which is equal to the size of the recorded
hologram) is Acalc = 1024 × 1024 pixels. The size of the spatial filter [6]
selected zone is Acalc = 400 × 400 pixels. Average signal for |E|2 is
η/M = 0.0127 (a), and 0.1η/M = 0.00127 e per pixel and per frame in
(b), corresponding to SN R ≃ 1, and 0.1 respectively.

(7)

Fig. 3. Image of a mouse crania reconstructed by Laser Doppler Holography:
average of the intensity images reconstructed from data recorded with ωLO −
ω varying from 36 to 48 Hz (a), and from 0.6 to 2.0 kHz (b).

The ability to control the frequency of the heterodyne
detection ωH , following Eq.4, allow us to develop a Laser
Doppler Holography. Thanks to the AOMs, we can adjust the
frequency of the local oscillator ωLO so as we can select
a velocity component, whose optical frequency is ωH , and
we can image it by holography [7]. It is also possible to
reconstruct the images of the various velocity components by
recording a sequence of images (I1 , I2 .....In ), and by making
a time to frequency Fourier transformation [13], [14].

As the optical wavelength is much smaller than the ultrasound wavelength, this Laser Doppler Holography presents the
advantage to allow the analyze flows in the µm/s range [15].
This Laser Doppler Holography has been applied to the analysis of blood flow in capillaries. We have for example imaged
cerebral blood flow in the micro vessels, in mice, in vivo [16],
[17], [14]. The imaging is made in vivo, in minimally invasive
conditions (the cranial skull remains present). Figure 4 gives
an example of mouse cerebral blood flow images that can be
obtained by this way. Similar results have been obtained on
the retina of a rat [18].
B. Vibrations

Fig. 4. Reconstructed holographic images of a clarinet reed vibrating at
frequency ωv = 2143 Hz perpendicularly to the plane of the figure. Figure
(a) shows carrier image obtained with ωH = ω ; Fig. (b)-(d) show the
frequency sideband images obtained with ωH = ω + nωv , where n the
sideband harmonic order: n = 0 (a), 1 (b), 10 (c) and 100 (d).

If the object vibrates periodically , the light that is reflected
or diffracted by the object exhibit sidebands. It is then possible
to tune the holographic heterodyne receiver at a sideband
frequency [19], [8], and not simply at the carrier frequency
like with standard digital holography [20]. If the amplitude
of vibration is large, it is even possible to explore the whole
comb of sideband lines, and to get, by the way, the map of the
vibration amplitudes of the object. Figure 4 shows sideband
images of a vibrating clarinet reed. Images with harmonic
order up to n ≃ 1200 have been obtained by Heterodyne
Holography [21].
V. C ONCLUSION
Heterodyne Holography is an extremely versatile and robust
holographic technique, which is able to reach the shot noise
limit of sensitivity in low light, and that is perfectly suited
to the analysis of many modulation phenomena, flows or
vibrations [17], [22], [23].
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